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Abstract
We show how to create a semantics-based, parameter-

ized translator from model-based notations to SMV, using
template semantics. Our translator takes as input a specifi-
cation and a set of user-provided parameters that encode
the specification’s semantics; it produces an SMV model
suitable for model checking. Using such a translator, we
can model check a specification that has customized seman-
tics. Our work also shows how to represent complex compo-
sition operators, such as rendezvous, in the SMV language,
in which there is no matching language construct.

1. Introduction
Template semantics [17] is a template-based approach

to expressing the semantics of model-based notations, such
as statecharts variants and process algebras. The semantics
that are common among notations (e.g., the concept of an
enabled transition) are pre-defined as a template of param-
eterized definitions. Users instantiate the template into a
complete semantics by providing notation-specific parame-
ter values (e.g., predicates on how states, events, and vari-
ables enable transitions). Composition operators are param-
eterized constraints on how components execute and share
information. The result is a definition for a notation’s se-
mantics that is finely decomposed into separate parameter-
ized concerns, making it much easier to read, write, and
compare notations’ semantics.

In this paper, we describe how to use the semantic de-
composition provided by template semantics to facilitate
notation-specific analysis. In particular, we use template
semantics to parameterize the translation from a require-
ments notation to the input language of the SMV family
of model checkers: Cadence SMV [15], NuSMV [5]. Our
translator takes as input a specification in a notation and
a set of template parameters detailing the notation’s seman-
tics; the translator combines these inputs with the template’s
common-semantics definitions, to generate an SMV model
of the specification. The generated SMV model preserves
the modularity of both the original specification and tem-
plate semantics. The state space of the SMV model is com-

parable to that of the original specification, and no extra
steps are introduced. Our translator is fully automated and
supports multiple options for each template parameter, in-
cluding the parameter values used in the definitions of many
popular requirements notations: CSP [10], CCS [16], basic
LOTOS [11], a subset of SDL88 [12], and several state-
charts [8] variants. The translator supports also a rich setof
composition operators, including rendezvous, environmen-
tal synchronization, sequence, choice, and interrupt (a form
of goto). Because the supported parameter values describe a
variety of ways in which states, events, variables, and prior-
ities affect a notation’s semantics, the translator can be used
for many more notations (defined by different combinations
of parameter values and composition operators) than the no-
tations listed above. We chose to translate to SMV because
it is a well-used and general-purpose model checker. Be-
cause of the simplicity of the SMV language, our method
for representing various forms of composition may be ap-
plicable to other model checkers.

Compared to writing a direct translator from one no-
tation to another, or to an intermediate language (e.g.,
SAL [1], IF [2], Action Language [3]), we can generate
new notation-specific translations automatically by simply
selecting different combinations of template-parameter val-
ues and composition operators. Furthermore, template se-
mantics supports a richer set of composition operators than
other intermediate languages. Our work is similar to ap-
proaches that generate a model or analysis tool from a no-
tation’s semantics (e.g., [6] [18] [7]), except that our use
of template semantics allows one to specify semantics by
providing parameters to predefined templates, rather than
providing a complete semantic description.

2. Template Semantics
The basic computation model of template semantics is

a nonconcurrent, hierarchical transition system (HTS). An
HTS is an extended state machine (adapted from basic tran-
sition systems [14] and statecharts [8]) that consists of tran-
sitions and a hierarchical set of states. A transition labelcan
include event and condition triggers, assignments to typed



variables, generated events, and a priority. A specification
is a hierarchical composition of HTSs; concurrency is intro-
duced via composition operators. The mapping from a no-
tation’s syntactic constructs to our HTS syntactic constructs
is usually straightforward.

We use snapshots to collect information about
the system at observable points in its execu-
tion. A snapshot is a tuple of eight elements,
〈CS, IE, AV, O, CSa, IEa, AVa, Ia〉, representing
the system’s current statesCS, current internal events
IE, current variable valuesAV , and current outputsO.
CSa, AVa, IEa, Ia are auxiliary elements that accumulate
data about states, variables values, and internal and external
events, respectively. Each notation collects different
information in these auxiliary elements.

Template semantics is a collection of parameterized def-
initions that, taken together, describe how a snapshot can
change in an execution step. These definitions separate the
semantics of model-based notations into four phases:reset-
ting a snapshot with inputs, determining the set ofenabled
transitions, choosing a set of transitions toexecutein a step,
and applying to the snapshot the effects of the executing
transitions. The parameterized definitions include:
• micro step: a step between consecutive snapshots, due

to the execution of at most one transition per HTS
• macro step: a sequence of zero or more micro-steps

in response to external input (Macro-steps are used by
notations, such as statecharts, that fully respond to one
set of inputs before receiving another.)

• reset: resets the current snapshot with new inputs at
the beginning of a macro-step

• enabled: computes the set of transitions enabled by the
current snapshot’s states, events, and variable values

• execute: chooses nondeterministically, from the
highest-priority enabled transitions, which transitions
to execute

• apply: applies the executing transitions’ actions (i.e.,
generated events and variable assignments) to the cur-
rent snapshot, to derive the next snapshot

These common semantic definitions are instantiated by
22 template parameters that use, reset, and update the snap-
shot elements in different ways for different notations. Ta-
ble 1 shows template instantiations for STATEMATE stat-
echarts [9] and CCS [16] with variables.1 Column re-
setXX(ss,I)lists the parameters used in template definition
reset: each parameter resets a snapshot element in snapshot
ss (e.g., resetCSresets snapshot elementCS), removing
old data and incorporating new system inputsI. Column
nextXX(ss,τ ) lists the parameters used inapply: each pa-
rameter updates a snapshot element with respect to transi-
tion τ ’s actions. Consider STATEMATE event semantics:

1Table 1’sCCS with variablesis CCS with shared global variables; this
is different from data-passing CCS [16], which allows internal events to
carry data parameters.

at the start of a macro-step, only input events can trigger
transitions; and in subsequent micro-steps, only events gen-
erated in the previous micro-step can trigger transitions.
These semantics are reflected in the values of five event-
related parameters (rows 3-5 in Table 1):reset empties
snapshot elementIE of old internal events and sets element
Ia to the input’s events,I.ev; when a transition executes,
IE is set to the transition’s set of generated events, andIa

is emptied; transitions are enabled by any event inIE or Ia.
Parametermacro-semanticsdetermines the semantics of

a macro-step. Insimple semantics, every macro-step is ei-
ther a micro-step or an idle step, and the snapshot is reset
at the start of every step. Simple semantics can be either
diligent, in which enabled transitions have priority over an
idle step, ornondiligent. In stable semantics, a macro-step
is a maximal sequence of micro-steps, starting with a reset
snapshot and ending with astable snapshot, in which no
transition is enabled.

Parameterpri determines the priority scheme among en-
abled transitions. Parameterresolveconflictssets the nota-
tion’s policy for resolving conflicting assignments made to
the same variable in the same micro-step.

We use composition operators to compose hierarchically
a collection of concurrent HTSs. The composition oper-
ators control when the HTSs execute and how the HTSs
share data (e.g., generated events). We have defined the
template semantics for eight composition operators: two
kinds of parallel, interleaving, environmental synchroniza-
tion, rendezvous, sequence, choice, and interrupt. Interrupt
composition transfers control between components (HTSs
or composed HTSs) via new composition-level transitions;
interrupt transitions’ source and destination states can be ei-
ther a component or states within a component.

3. SMV Language
In the SMV language, models are described using vari-

ables, and equations that assign initial and next values to
variables in every SMV step. SMV also supports the speci-
fication of invariants, as boolean expressions following the
keywordINVAR. Expression operators!, &, , ->, and<->,
represent “not,” “and,” “or,” “implies,” and “iff” respec-
tively. Comments follow the symbol “--”.

We make extensive use of SMV’s macros declared after
the keywordDEFINE. Macros are replaced by their defini-
tions, so they do not increase the system’s state space.

SMV provides modules to decompose a model, so that
the statements can be reused by creating a module instance,
which is declared as a variable. A module can also be used
to structure variables into a record that can be passed as a
parameter to another module. Ifa identifies an instance of a
module, then the expressiona.b identifies the internal vari-
able or macro namedb within module instancea. We use
the terms “module instantiation” and “record” interchange-
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STATEMATE CCS with variables
Parameter resetXX(ss, I) nextXX(ss, τ) resetXX(ss, I) nextXX(ss, τ)

CS = ss.CS entered(dest(τ)) ss.CS dest(τ)
states en states src(τ) ⊆ ss.CS src(τ) ⊆ ss.CS

IE = ∅ gen(τ) n/a
events Ia = I.ev ∅ I.ev ss.Ia ∪ gen(τ)

en events trig(τ) ⊆ ss.Ia ∪ ss.IE trig(τ) ⊆ ss.Ia

O = ∅ gen(τ) ∅ gen(τ)

AV = assign(ss.AV, I.var) assign(ss.AV, eval(ss.AV, last(asn(τ)))) assign(ss.AV, I.var)assign(ss.AV, eval(ss.AV, asn(τ)))
variablesen cond ss.AV |= cond(τ) ss.AV |= cond(τ)

macro-semantics stable simple diligent
pri lowest-ranked scope none

resolveconflicts resolve(vv1, vv2, vv) n/a

entered(s) : set of states when states is entered, includings’s ancestors and relevant descendants’ default states
assign(X, Y ) : updates assignmentsX with assignmentsY

eval(X, A): evaluates expressions inA with respect to assignmentsX, and returns variable-value assignments forA

last(A): a sub-sequence ofA, comprising only the last assignment to each variable in thesequence of assignmentsA
resolve(vv1 , vv2, vv): the conflicting variable assignments invv1 and invv2 are resolved tovv non-deterministically
gen(τ), dest(τ), src(τ), trig(τ), cond(τ), andasn(τ) are accessor functions on transitionτ

Table 1. Template Parameter Definitions for STATEMATE and CC S with variables

ably. Modules can be hierarchical. All statements in all
modules runsynchronouslyin an SMV step.

4. Translation to SMV

The first key idea of our translation method is to decom-
pose the translation primarily by template-semantics struc-
ture and secondarily by specification structure. This ap-
proach differs significantly from most translations, in that a
translation is not primarily a mapping of specification con-
struct to corresponding SMV construct. Rather, the high-
level module structure of the resulting SMV model reflects
template semantics’ parameterized definitions and parame-
ters; these modules are then structured along the lines of the
specification’s composition hierarchy. This decomposition
structure localizes definitions that are most likely to change
(i.e., the specification and template-parameter values) and
allows our translator to optimize for SMV the definitions
that are least likely to change (i.e., the common semantics
and composition operators).

The second key idea is to use characteristic predicates
to represent sets, which are prevalent in template-semantics
definitions. For example for the set of executing transitions,
we introduce for each transition a boolean macro that is true
whenever the transition is executed in the current step.

The third key idea is to make extensive use of macros to
structure and communicate information about the system,
without adding to the state space of the model. We use
macros to represent the sets of enabled and executing transi-
tions and components, and use a number of parameter- and
composition-specific helper macros to calculate these sets.
With these macros, we can represent a rich set of composi-
tion operators using SMV’s synchronous composition.

The fourth key idea is to use SMV’s invariants to con-
strain when components may execute, as prescribed by the
meanings of the various composition operators. Each com-
ponent has a boolean macro to indicate whether or not it
executes. For example, the invariants for interleaving com-

position constrain these macros so that the components’ ex-
ecutions are interleaved. By using constraints rather than
specifying which components execute, our translation pre-
serves any nondeterminism in the specification.

Stable and simple macro-semantics differ only in when
the system senses inputs from the environment. The fifth
and final key idea is to represent macro-steps, for notations
that use stable macro-semantics, as micro-steps that have
conditional reset statements. Each SMV step is a micro-
step. If the system is stable (i.e., no transition is enabled)
at the start of a micro-step, new inputs are admitted to the
system using the reset function. This method is adapted
from the work of Chan et al. [4].

pss'iss_exeiss_eniss

pss_en

I

pss
snapshot applyexecuteenabledreset

micro-step

en_states
en_events
en_cond

pri
parallel
interrupt

...

enabled

inputs
resolve_conflicts

resetCS
resetAV

…

parallel
interrupt

…
nextCS
nextAV

…

Figure 1. Architecture of SMV Model
Figure 1 shows the module structure of the SMV model

that our translator produces for a notation with stable
macro-semantics. Boxes represent SMV modules. A solid
arrow represents a record, of SMV variables or macros, that
is instantiated in the arrow’s source module and is passed as
a parameter to the destination module. The dashed arrows
show sub-modules and encodings of template-parameter
values (e.g., template parameterpri is encoded in the defi-
nition of moduleenabled). Entities in the figure that share
names with template parameters or with composition op-
erators correspond to those elements. Separate modules
capture the template-semantics phases: resetting a snapshot
with inputs (reset), determining the set of enabled transi-
tions (enabled), choosing a set of transitions to execute in
a step (execute), and applying the effects of the executing
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transitions on the snapshot (apply). Individual parameter
values are encapsulated in either modules (e.g.,resetCS)
or macros (e.g.,en states). The structure of the specifi-
cation is realized in the decomposition of the execute mod-
ule, one submodule for each composition operator and each
HTS. In addition (and not shown), there is an SMV mod-
ule that contains a set ofinit statements, initializing the
snapshot elements at the start of execution.

Our translator creates the SMV model by walking over
the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the specification, produc-
ing output suitable for each parameter value. Next, we
briefly describe each of the modules in the figure, discussing
how the translation changes for different parameter values.
Details on our translation method can be found in Lu [13].

4.1 Snapshot and Inputs
Thesnapshot module has a submodule for each snap-

shot element used by the specification’s semantics. These
submodules contain SMV variable declarations for the
states, variables, and events of the specification. The state
submodules (CS, CSa) are further decomposed into one
module for each HTS. Each of these modules declares an
enumerated variable to represent the HTS’s current basic
state (the enumerated type has one value for each basic
state, plus a valuenoState to indicate that the HTS is
not active). Information about super-states (e.g., whether
a super-state is current) is represented in macros and de-
rived from information about basic states. The represen-
tation of CSa depends on the type of information stored.
If CSa is used to record all previous states visited in the
current macro-step, to avoid an infinite macro-step, then a
boolean variable is needed for every basic state and super-
state, and the set is represented as the characteristic predi-
cate over these variables. Each of the variable submodules
(AV , AVa) declares an SMV variable for each specification
variable. We assume all variables are of the primitive types
provided by SMV: booleans, enumerated types, and integer
ranges. Each of the event submodules (IE, O, IEa, Ia) de-
clares a boolean variable for each event and represents event
sets by their characteristic predicates. Theinputs module
has variable declarations for each input, in a similar manner
to the snapshot module.

4.2 Enabled
For stable macro-semantics, theenabled module is in-

stantiated twice (see Figure 1): first, to determine if the cur-
rent snapshot is stable and needs to be reset; and second, to
determine which entities are enabled after a reset.

Figure 2 shows a simple system with two HTSs (P and
Q) and one composition operator. Figure 3 shows the top-
levelenabledmodule for this example, whereP andQ are
composed using parallel composition. This module instan-
tiates, in its VAR section, anenabled submodule for each

comp
op

P s5 t1: a

t2: b, [x=1]
s1 s2 t3: d

Q t4: /a

t5: c
s3 s4

R

Figure 2. Example Specification

of the specification’s HTSs, passing its snapshot argument
ss to the submodules. The DEFINE section sets a macro
calledany for each component resulting from a composi-
tion operator; this macro determines whether the compo-
nent is enabled, based on the enabled status of its subcom-
ponents. Each HTS submodule sets its ownany macro (see
below). For parallel composition, a component is enabled if
any of its subcomponents are enabled.

MODULE enabled(ss)
VAR
P: enabled_P(ss);
Q: enabled_Q(ss);
DEFINE
R.any := P.any | Q.any;

Figure 3. Enabled Module
Figure 4 shows part of theenabled submodule for the

HTS P . Each transition has a macro to indicate whether
the transition is enabled (e.g.,ent2). This macro is the
conjunction of helper macros that test whether the transi-
tion’s source state, triggering events, and guard conditions
are enabled, according to the template parameters for en-
abling states (en states), enabling events (en events), and
enabling conditions (en cond), respectively. Our translator
produces these helper macros, based on the values of the
provided template parameters. References to state names,
variables, and events are prefixed with module names that
reflect the modular structure of the snapshot (e.g.,ss.AV.x

refers to variablex in elementAV of snapshotss). For each
transition, the submodule declares a second macro (e.g.,t2)
that determines whether the transition ispriority-enabled:
the transition is enabled and no higher-priority transition is
enabled. Our translator produces these macros, based on
the static priority scheme specified in template parameter
pri. In this example, the priority scheme givest3 priority
overt2. Finally, the HTS is enabled (macroany) if one or
more of its transitions are priority-enabled.

MODULE enabled_P(ss)
DEFINE
enStates_t2 := ss.CS.in_s2 ;
enEvents_t2 := ss.IE.b ;
enCond_t2 := ss.AV.x = 1;
ent2 := enStates_t2 & enEvents_t2 & enCond_t2;
t2 = ent2 & !ent3 ;
any := t1 | t2 | t3 ;

Figure 4. Enabled Sub-module for HTS P

For compositions such as rendezvous and environmental
synchronization, the enabling of a component depends on
the occurrence of synchronization events. For the example
of Figure 2, if ‘rendezvous on eventa’ is the composition
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operator, then componentR is enabled ifQ can generatea
(transitiont4 is enabled) in the same step thatP can trig-
ger ona (transitiont1 is enabled), or if either component
is enabled by a nonsynchronization event. As appropriate,
our translator adds macros that help determine the enabled
status of synchronized components.

4.3 Reset
Thereset module contains only macros: one for each

snapshot element. Depending on whether the system is sta-
ble (established by a macro in theenabled module), inputs
are incorporated into the snapshot. There are submodules
that set each snapshot element, according to the values of
the providedresetXXtemplate parameters.

4.4 Execute
Figure 5 shows theexecute module for the example

from Figure 2. Theexecute module uses the enabled
status of transitions and components (parameteren is an
instantiation of theenabled module) to constrain which
transitions may execute in a step. The module instanti-
ates an operator-specific submodule (e.g.,parallel) for
each composition and an HTS-specific submodule (e.g.,
execute P) for each HTS. It also declares and sets for each
composed component an.anymacro that indicates whether
the component executes in this step. Diligence, when rele-
vant, is enforced in theexecute module by an invariant: if
the top-level component is enabled, it must execute.

MODULE execute(en)
VAR

P : execute_P(en.P);
Q : execute_Q(en.Q);
R : parallel(en.P,en.Q,P,Q)

INVAR en.R.any -> R.any

Figure 5. Execute Module for R

Each of the HTS submodules declares a variable whose
value identifies which of the enabled transitions, if any,
is chosen (possibly nondeterministically) to execute in the
current step. An invariant asserts that a transition can exe-
cute only if it is enabled (as indicated byenabled macros).

The submodule for a composition operator uses the en-
abled and execute status of the subcomponents and the en-
abled status of the composition to decide whether the com-
position executes and possibly to constrain further whether
the subcomponents execute; the submodule also ensures
that subcomponents execute if the operator is diligent. Fig-
ure 6 shows the submodule for parallel composition: a par-
allel component executes (macroany) if either subcompo-
nent executes; and an enabled subcomponent must execute.

MODULE parallel(enLeft,enRight,exeLeft,exeRight,enMe)
DEFINE
any := exeLeft.any | exeRight.any;

INVAR
(any -> ((enLeft.any -> exeLeft.any)

& (enRight.any -> exeRight.any)))

Figure 6. Parallel Composition

Figure 7 shows an example of a rendezvous on eventa.
Extraexecute macros determine whether the subcompo-
nents are executing transitions that trigger ona or generate
a. The invariant ensures that each subcompont executes a
transition triggered bya if and only if the other subcomp-
nent executes a transition that generatesa. When a ren-
dezvous occurs, only one transition in each component ex-
ecutes. Finally, if a rendezvous does not occur, then the
behaviour of the components is interleaved. Details on the
remaining composition operators can be found in Lu [13].

MODULE rend_sync_a(enLeft,enRight,exeLeft,exeRight,enMe)
DEFINE
any := exeLeft.any | exeRight.any;
-- rendezvous means one generates and other triggers
a_rend := (exeLeft.a_trig & exeRight.a_gen)

| (exeLeft.a_gen & exeRight.a_trig);
INVAR
-- left and right are trig/gen on same sync event
(exeLeft.a_trig <-> exeRight.a_gen)

& (exeLeft.a_gen <-> exeRight.a_trig)
-- if rendezvous, one tran executes in each component

& ((a_rend) ->
!(exeLeft.more_than_one | exeRight.more_than_one))

-- interleaved behaviour
& (!(a_rend) -> !(exeLeft.any & exeRight.any))

Figure 7. Rendezvous Composition on {a}

4.5 Apply
Moduleapply sets the values of the snapshot elements

in the next snapshot, based on the effects of the execut-
ing transitions chosen in theexecute module. It updates
each snapshot elementXX in a separate submodulenextXX,
which realizes the semantics of template-parameter value
nextXX. SubmodulenextAV uses the template parameter
resolveconflictsto handle simultaneous assignments to the
same variable made by multiple HTSs. Underflow or over-
flow errors are detected for integer-range variables.

5 Evaluation
To validate our translator, we have tested our translation

on every template-parameter value and every composition
operator. We assume that the template parameters and com-
position operators are all separate concerns. This separa-
tion of concerns eases the evoluation of the translator in
that adding another parameter value or composition oper-
ator does not usually affect the behaviour of the others.

Table 2 shows how the size of the SMV model result-
ing from our translation compares with the original specifi-
cation by snapshot element. The basic states, internal and
external events, and variables of the specification have cor-
responding SMV elements inCS, IE, O, andAV respec-
tively. When used, the auxiliary snapshot elements,CSa,
IEa, Ia, andAVa, contribute to the state space as appro-
priate for their parameter values. For example,CSa may
be used to record all previous states visited in a micro-step
to avoid an infinite macro-step. In this case, the character-
istic predicate representation ofCSa must have a boolean

5



variable for every basic state and super-state. There is one
variable per HTS to represent which transition is chosen to
execute. No variables are added for the composition oper-
ators, except for one for each choice composition to record
the choice made between components.

SMV Variables
Snapshot STATEMATE,
Element Worst Case CCS with variables

CS 1 with 1 with
(b + 1) values (b + 1) values

CSa b + s boolean n/a
IE i boolean i boolean
IEa i boolean n/a
Ia e boolean e boolean
O i boolean i boolean

AV v typed v typed
AVa v typed n/a

transitions 1 with 1 with
(per HTS) (t + 1) values (t + 1) values

Table 2. SMV Model Size for t transitions (per
HTS), b basic states, s super states, i internal
events, e external events, and v variables

We have performed two case studies: a heating system
and a single lane bridge. We simulated and model checked
our SMV models with a set of properties to check that the
models match the behaviours of the original specifications.
NuSMV calculated the reachable state space sizes of these
models as: 6.88e+8 (heating system), and 9.216e+5 (single
lane bridge). Because we use the same variable, event, and
state names (prefixed by snapshot information), and do not
add any extra steps, the counterexamples can be easily un-
derstood by users. The complete specifications, the SMV
models, and the properties checked can be found in [13].

6 Conclusion
We have created a fully automated, semantics-based, pa-

rameterized translator from model-based notations to SMV.
The translator takes the template-semantics description of a
notation and a specification in the notation, and it produces
an SMV model whose state space and execution steps are
comparable to the original specification. Using our trans-
lator, we can model check specifications written in a wide
range of model-based notations. The translator handles all
of the template-parameter values and the composition op-
erators that were used in [17] to describe the semantics of
basic transition systems [14], CSP [10], CCS [16], basic
LOTOS [11], and several statecharts [8] variants. Because
the modularity of our translation matches the modularity of
template semantics, adding a new parameter value or com-
position operator normally means only creating new SMV

module(s). A secondary, but key, contribution of the work is
showing how to represent a rich collection of composition
operators within the language features provided by SMV.
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